
DEAD PIRATES FIRST ALBUM
“HIGHMARE” 

Released August 18th

Dead Pirates is a 6 piece rock band with a very wide range of influences. Going from slackers with 
clean tones and roomy delays to massive stoner riffs with accelerations, they love bringing contrast 
to their sound . Highmare was written by mcbess, a London artist obsessed with Max Fleischer old 
Betty Boop cartoons and his fascination for this black and white spooky universe made its way in 
the music, giving a dark yet playful mood to the album. 

LISTEN TO HIGHMARE HERE

http://deadpirates.bandcamp.com


The band is made of the two Bessudo brothers on guitars, Patrick Krafft on bass, Gregory Talon on 
drum, Elliott Kajdan on keys and Jonathan Vuillemin on theremin and shakers.

They built a serious fan base over the years by releasing amazing music videos ( UGO MUSIC 
VIDEO ) and by playing live in many European  and south American countries. Their first album 
HIGHMARE had to be pressed a second time after selling out during the first month of its release. 

Dead pirates is always ready to put on a good show, going as far a dislocating a shoulder during a 
solo (cf photo below). 

HIGHMARE was recorded, produced, mixed and mastered through the Wayfarer studio, a mobile 
recording studio founded by the collaboration of mcbess and Alexis “Sunshine” Le muff, Dead 
Pirates’ official sound engineer and buddy. 

HIGHMARE TRACKLISTING 
1. HERI 
2. CLEMENT 
3. UGO  
4. LUCAS 
5. MEL  
6. QUENTIN  
7. ALBERIQUE 8. ALEXIS 
9. NICO  
10. FLO  
11. GUILLAUME 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Oc4RrZZiOfc


Dead Pirates also collaborated with Iggor Cavalera ( Mixhell / Sepultura) to release an EP called 
MHDP.
 

LISTEN TO MHDP HERE

Follow Dead Pirates :

https://www.facebook.com/deadpirates
instagram.com/thedeadpirates
https://open.spotify.com/artist/64bheP4lw6MvGJBNFKtPgx

Please contact Matthieu : hello@dirtymelody.com  or +44(0)7857714959 for more information
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